The "European Researchers' Night" returns to Nice in 2022 and 2023

The French project FREEDOC has just been selected for funding by the European Commission. It will involve a sea of new initiatives from European Researchers' Night (ERNP) will be organized in Nice for the next 2 years, in September 2022 and September 2023. In total, the amount of €5,000 allocated for these projects will be managed by the French National Research Agency (ANR).

FREEDOC project involves 6 experienced French partners (universities, research centers, scientific and cultural associations) and is in the legacy of 16 years of collaborative participation in the ERNPs as a Coordinator and the initiators of Scientific, business and social events, sharing the same objectives and the same approach to scientific engagement, and most importantly, and involving local researchers.

FREEDOC will have two themes:

- In 2022, the public will debate the functioning of research through an attractive theme, "The unexpected", which will surprise visitors, while focusing on the predictability of research; in 2023, researchers and the general public will debate together around the theme "Our future". These themes promote the quality of exchanges with researchers (its key factor in enriching the public vision of science in society).

During the events, there will be warm and aesthetic concerts and fun activations shared by researchers and the public. The 600 researchers involved in the project will be supported and trained by specialists. All the local organizers have a long experience in facilitating meetings between researchers and the public. Thus, "Researchers at work" activities will be organized thanks to our existing networks. The French Ministry of Culture is financially supporting the event for the 5th year by promoting the participation of researchers in the humanities and social sciences. The MESR will also maintain its support. The ERNP will aim to improve understanding of how research actually works and will lead young people, the public and researchers to question the role of research in shaping our future expectations.

International Day of Women and Girls in Science: interview with BoostUp Career student Giulia Rocca

Believe in you, do something to make this world a little better" it is the mantra of Giulia Rocca, a Marie Curie Actions (MSCA) career student and a part of the BoostUp Career project. The interview with the 25-year-old first year student at the University of Côte d’Azur is rather long and detailed, but it reveals her research work on signal processing for biomedical monitoring and diagnostic systems.

On the International Day of Women and Girls in Science, the former director of the project BoostUp Career, Claire Favier, bottom left, and former director of the project Giron, top right. The opportunity to have a chance to pitch her research on the 57 Emerging Talents worldwide at the WIP Fall Graduate Lab. Finally, in this interview we refer to her experience at the University of Perugia as a medical student and at the University of Côte d’Azur as a Marie Curie student.

In this interview, Giulia Rocca reflects on her career and thoughts on the future. She is also a valuable resource for any girls aspiring to work in science and technology.

Study visit in Perugia (Italy), February 21-25 - QUADIC project

Study visit in Perugia – QUADIC – 22 – February 2022

After two years of distance work, QUADIC consortium is finally having a Study visit at University of Perugia (UNIPG) in Italy the 22-25 February 2022. The event was full of discussions, talks on the topic of the work, the Italian international modelers and active learning lab with simulation to create the most competitive strategic plan. Our Kosovar and Albanian partners had an opportunity to participate in the competitive plan of the students, including international laboratory aspects, one of the priorities of the consortium to strengthen the students' universities.

In the Study Visit University of Côte d’Azur has been presented by Maria Hernandez and Maddama Laimane, the two creators of the projects managers of the European and the Mediterranean. They presented the French concept of enhancing the European research capacity with the lab QUADIC, included "Bonaventura on French" label. Moreover, ULCA presented the concrete technologies indicators to monitor the progress of performance of each International Office and its managers at Albanian and Kosovar partners of the QUADIC consortium.

QUADIC (Quality Development of international cooperation and project management) is a three-year project (2009–2012) of capacity building in the field of higher education funded by European Union. The project aims to develop an integrated training program for professors and experts from different countries.

Nemissda is a project cofounded by Erasmus program, Capacity Building in Higher Education, aims to expand education and research capacity in nemissda in Sub-Saharan Africa.

Marie 5-Curie Actions – Support to potential post-doctoral researchers

In the framework of the Joint European Research Office, University of Côte d’Azur, CRIUS, IURIA, OCA and the CHU of Nice a competitive selection of Supervisors of University of Côte d’Azur in the identification of candidates for a submission response to the Postdoctoral Fellowship Call for projects Marie Sklodowska-Curie Actions.

We therefore invite the interested research units to propose subjects for research projects (innovative and translational projects which can be deployed over 3 to 4 years). The details and terms of support will be sent by email to the research units.

In brief

Ulysse updates

University of Côte d’Azur received the delegation of the University of Strasbourg to discover the Ulysse Alliance. They have received presentations of the President and the directors involved in Ulysse and in reinforcement collaboration until this year.

Take part in the annual Ulysse survey:
https://www.ulysses.eu/compete

The Digital Week of University of Côte d’Azur: July 24–July 27, 2022

Responsive Web design

An IAM Europe project

Participate in the September online ‘Responsive Web Design’ event for those who would like to learn more about responsive web design.

Webinar 'Responsive Web Design’

A series of webinars, animations by Animatician, research on e-commerce in Europe.

Selection of ongoing calls for projects:

MAPKO

Call for applications from Forschungsförderung des Bundes (BMBF) for young researchers. The program encourages young researchers to come to France.

EURAXCEL

Call for applications for young researchers (PhD level) for the Marie Curie Actions.

EMA

Programme for the carried out by EMA.

Contact MET

Campus Villeneuve: Bâtiment de Théâtrerie, floors 18-19

Contact MET: met@unicefmed.org